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Abstract

Crisis management becomes successful if you have successful leadership skills. It is important to avoid the

administrative crisis of members helps to give job security and coordination between attention to administrative

values and their application to achieve the goals of the institution. Provide information on the administrative

and technical crisis that helps to overcome it. Attention to leadership skills in all institutions because it is the

basis of successful administrative work. Doing a number of research management because it is a fundamental

principle of the growth of the institution. We advise developing work to create courses on how to overcome

crises on both sides.
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Introduction

Management is the basis for sports institutions to achieve their goals and reach what they want. Successful institutions

need people with high scientific experience, management and leadership because they are considered the basis and

pillars of the administrative process and without them these institutions cannot reach the place that the club aspires to

and have a negative and positive impact on the institution and any aftermath of facing the institution leads to a crisis

that varies depending on the place of impact. In our time, crises are moving to all aspects of life because of the

interlocking of relations between institutions in one country or between countries, the causes of crises vary according

to the field or the field of knowledge from which the crisis of management science is concerned with the study of

crisis management (Mahmoud, 2001) This process requires the sudden and assess it or expected) Trends in the

alternative in this sense (crisis management) is how (the way , styles, plans) dealing with crises and solutions and to

neutralize (restricted) so as not to evolve and difficult to control or deal with them and with their presence, and

examples: economic, legislative and financial policies of the State, a conflict coworkers, suppliers and supply

problems, liquidity, economic problems and clubs are one of the enterprises which face iarqi and Crises A direct

impact on the delivery of the difference listed (Nasser, 2014) Here highlight the importance of the problem in

identifying the causes of the crisis devastating the public arts institutions serious Iran will spare no efforts to develop

some of the reasons therefore and discover the most important points of the cope up diminishes and vulnerability

faced by the chief administrative officer of (Rajab, 2010) The crisis: "Is the position outside the sudden control turned

your usual and leads to imbalance and threatening the interests and affect the general system of society in order to face

this situation needed to take specific and speedy resolution in light of the limited information and surprise and time

constraints associated with the (Mahmoud, 2004) Crisis management: "Is systematic dealing with the crisis in the

light of the willingness and knowledge and consciousness and the possibilities available, skills and patterns of

Defending Iran means trying (Rajab, 2010)

Methodology
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Research approach: the descriptive approach was selected scanning method by researchers to its suitableness of

research experience (curriculum which aims to collect data to try to choose the hypotheses or answer questions related

to the current situation of the members of the sample (Mohamed, 1999) Research Sample: intended to society (all

individuals and events and objects who are the subject of the research problem,) (Mohamed, 2009) identify

the research society members of arts bodies whose number (40) a member of arts bodies so unions included a sample

keywords (30) (10) a member of the exploratory experience.

Table (1) The distribution of a complex search (Unions)

T Football Club The number of members Experience Withdraw Experience Home

1. The Union of shooting 8 2 6

2. The Union of equestrian 8 2 6

3. The Union of the best 8 2 6

4. The Federation of canoeing 8 2 6

5. The Union Arcade Mode 8 2 6

The total 40 10 30

Research Tools: the researchers used the scale of data collection as well as the accuracy and validity of information

rely on their results on the tool used to collect information on the resolution adopted in the current study as a tool to

collect information and data from the study sample, the Axes of questionnaire included arts crises.

Measure of administrative and technical crises: researchers adopted the measure of administrative crises contained in

the study (Barakat abd the) 2018 (50) clause to ensure the validity of the paragraph was subject to a group of experts*

to ensure the safety of its WORDING and the fact that they reflect the object to be standard and make the necessary

adjustments and the proportion of agreement on the validity of all the paragraphs of the resolution by 276% (83.33%).

The exploratory experiment: Subpopulation exploratory test on a sample of (10) members of the airlines and unions

under research so that there is no bias for one without II on 10 \ \11 2018 10:00 am The purpose of charity: Make sure

the clarity of the gauge and its instructions. Identify the time it takes. The diagnosis of the constraints is to correct

them. The extent of the integrity of the sample is to test the methods of interaction with them.

The scientific parameters of the gauge

 The truth : the researchers adopted in finding the truth of the sincerity of the content labs where introduced

the metric to a total of experts and specialists the degree of sincerity 253.49% in the validity of the paragraphs of the

gauge

 The researchers adopted flat :- way where to find a link between grades person coefficient individually and dual each

measurement as shown in table (4)

Table (2) coefficient unchanged

T Booking Confirmations two halves of the split link to r pearson

1. Crisis management 901 6-0 947 6-0

The main experiment: Subpopulation distribution form in (30) a member of the members of the bodies mentioned in

the table arts women (1) where the distribution of the scale at 10:00 a.m. and were distributed by the Assistant

Secretary-General* to three the number (9) on each club (3) Persons to the ease and speed of receipt of information.

Results

Table (3) calculation of standard deviations and the value of the coefficient of skewness in the calculated

variables Sample Search

variables This median Mediator Standard Coefficient of
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recognizes

Center

Deviation skewness

role of information in the onetime

head and face five years 21 27.4 27 1.41 0.909

role of communication in the

management of the Austrian

Embassy in London
18 22.3 22 Us$ 1.64 0,548

Calendar and careness
18 24.8 25 0.94 0,638

Action Team
15 19.2 19 0.88 0,681

Organization
18 21.1 21 0.65 0,461

skills leadership body
24 32.6 32 1.92 0,937

From the table above, we note that the value of the leadership body skills (0,937) and the center of a hypothetical (21)

less than the median of the sample thus have whereas skills as the basis for management of the Austrian Embassy in

London, senior management must be in terms of the dissemination of justice and democracy in the functioning and

distribution of tasks fairly without damage to the level of a sample of one of precision, where labor is the participation

of the secretariat in the performance of duties of any democratic approach in the leadership as the results of the values

of the role of information and high level (0,851), where the highest values of the Areas

Discussion

Through the results obtained from table 3, the researchers believe that all axes of the Austrian Embassy in London in a

sample search with General Mohammad Haidar as a president of members of different rates, but because the forces of

mankind in any organized by the inspired bring excellence because they like institutions work within the collective

framework with some helpful and offer hundreds of ideas" of the leadership is the process of direct contact between

individuals or the total number of individuals who are in the process of the leadership and the total of their personnel"

(Hassan, 2013) All of this in order to achieve the goals of the Organization. Then the values of justice regulatory

primarily Ephesians that increased coordination to work on the levels of more than avast!, by giving more

opportunities for persons work for opportunities for the exercise of administrative work can be applied as soon as the

objectives through delegated some responsibilities also decisive in making decisions systematic career development

and integration to reach the team spirit. Also, increased the attention to decisions of inspiration for recuperates sooner

and not lead to accelerate the performance of the work of the technical coefficient angle. The wrong decisions or delay

the adoption of the resolution will lead to the loss of the effort as a result of decisions by thoroughly guesses at work.

That each director is able to use the values during the performance of work, which affects the productivity and

profitability of any conscious of its founder and the application of each of these values affect the arts and the conduct

of the operations commander. His instructions are thoroughly " leadership is the impact individuals and revitalize

guests to work together in a common effort to achieve the goals of the administrative organization"( Hala, 2013)

affected by the commander-in-chief and his behavior externally influenced and internally just systems that influences
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the interior depends on, values, norms and beliefs and expectations as foreign affairs are the rules and regulations

which generate has information or introducing bills and consequently affect the decision.The Association of moral

values and high resolution link that the decision-making process of riposte new job parameters, whereas direct

personal values of the commander here is director menu, whereas work within the administrative system. The Director,

who owns its officials meetings any ability to administrative work within the social role, bringing the value of the

objectives and functions of the organization and not a supplementary activity (Ahmed, 2014) any recognition of the

role and function of the Organization toward social [Http://www.menofia.edu.eg/ menoufia and then the values of

regulatory is individual knowledge to the goals and values of the organization is linked to the enjoyment of the loyalty

of the ISO 31st high because property loyalty is determined. The justice is the commander's ability to achieve justice

resulting from the system of values, seen through systems of resolution and analyze the context value system ISO 31st

and the individual. That the theory of the Committee to submit a piece of property which represents a solution to

many pictures of conflict within the administrative system, as it is based on the elements of the declaration and

company thereby achieve a more rational and consistent organized. One of the characteristics of comprehensive

business continuity planning crisis that it dispels all dimensions are parties images and elements of administrative and

technical work as and introducing bills to all operations and practices and individuals and not his handwriting within

the framework of administrative work and work to address the work of the administrative leaders collision between

superior values and values which require the system and therefore a good work team invests and provides information

and support to get rid of the crises which functioning administrative work within the unions so many lacks the ways in

which communities get rid of the problems, the lack of all of the above-mentioned themes .

Conclusion

1. Crisis management becomes successful if you have successful leadership skills.

2. Avoiding the administrative crisis of members helps to give job security and coordination between attention to

administrative values and their application to achieve the goals of the institution.

3. Provide information on the administrative and technical crisis that helps to overcome it

4. Attention to leadership skills in all institutions because it is the basis of successful administrative work

5. Doing a number of research management because it is a fundamental principle of the growth of the institution

6. Developing work to create courses on how to overcome crises on both sides.
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